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The story of my music is a story about people. I could, like so many composers, define 
myself by listing my musical influences. I could tell you that I grew up on a steady diet of Steely 
Dan, jamming on keyboards in my basement while I marveled at the density and complexity of 
their musical textures. I could describe my discovery of Steve Reich, the first living composer I ever 
encountered, whose modal harmonies and African grooves left a lasting impression. Then I might 
recount the days I spent laying down bari sax parts in big bands, obsessing over the propulsive 
music of Charles Mingus and Buddy Rich, or instead tell you about music inspired by forays into 
the gestures and timbres of Gubaidulina and Saariaho.  

To be honest, though, I don’t usually think about my music in these terms. For me, music 
is an opportunity to create vivid sonic journeys. My music wants to transport listeners to imaginary 
places, leaving their minds and hearts different than they were at the start. I’m a seeker by nature, 
always searching for new musical possibilities that can help move, transform, and twist my work 
towards the transcendent. As a result, listing the many pieces that have inspired me feels somehow 
tangential. What feels really central is the way my relationships with other musicians have shaped 
my compositional outlook. 

As a kid, I experienced composition as an isolated pursuit. I was a self-taught tinkerer, 
writing pieces for myself to play at the piano or by layering tracks into GarageBand. My 
compositional journey didn’t really take off until I arrived at Princeton, where I invested in the 
first musical community I’d ever known. 

The openness and spirit of adventure I felt as a Princeton undergrad have shaped my 
compositional life ever since. As a freshman, eager to discover more about music, I co-founded the 
Undergraduate Composers Collective. Our weekly meetings generated constant inspiration for me 
not only from the faculty, but also from the music of my peers and the Princeton graduate 
composers. Whether it was Steve urging me to vivify my sound concepts, Dmitri blowing my mind 
with four-dimensional harmonic geometry, or Sean Friar dazzling me with his alien pop music, 
hardly a week went by where I wasn’t moved to think in a deeper, more idiosyncratic way. It wasn’t 
just hearing all this new music that changed me – it was, even moreso, the opportunity to get to 
know such a diverse community of composers and to learn from their perspectives.  

I realized how lucky I had been when I arrived in Oxford. I was eager as ever to explore 
new approaches, but a hyper-intellectual dogma dominated the thinking of that composition 
faculty. I managed to forge ahead through relationships with my colleagues: dissatisfied with the 
rigidity of our supervisors, we started the Oxford Graduate Composers Ensemble, which met 
weekly to discuss music of all kinds and play through pieces with indeterminate instrumentation. 
Those explorations eventually led to my M. Phil dissertation on Rzewski, and the relationships I 
developed in the process also led to my co-founding of the Oxford Laptop Orchestra, which I 
modeled on PLOrk. Those friendships further shaped my compositional outlook: I expanded my 
gestural, textural, formal, and harmonic vocabulary through long conversations at the pub, many 
of which culminated in new, experimental pieces of mine. My favorite of those is a choral work 
built on the chord multiplication idea from Boulez’s Marteau Sans Maitre, but the truth is that this 
heavy dose of experimentation also took a toll. For a little while, that Oxford experience—in which 
many listeners heard nothing beyond the “American” quality of my intuitive style—obscured my 
own sense of musical purpose. 

Probing questions from David Lang and the expressive immediacy of Chris Theofanidis’ 
music helped light a path forward when I returned to the States for an M.M. at Yale. Yet again, 
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however, it was my close relationships with peers that really transformed my music. In-depth 
conversations during comp seminar spilled over to the coffee shop and eventually led to a decision 
to hold house concerts in my New Haven apartment. Me, my composer roommates, and our 
performer friends presented some of our favorite music together, everything from Piazzola to 
Ligeti, and I tried out ideas for nascent pieces. Writing for friends with a community of such 
talented composer colleagues helped me return to a more authentic voice, one more defined by my 
own intuition and drive towards unusual narrative arcs than by someone else’s intellectual ideas. 

In the past few years at Curtis, I’ve been gifted a supportive community, the time to write a 
lot of music, and a chance to work without much feedback from teachers. The clarity and beauty 
of the music of my peers here has left a mark on me, but at times I’ve also hungered for a more 
active creative dialog than seems typical. In order to bring that spark back into my musical life, I 
partnered with a brass sextet to commission thirty-five new works for chamber brass, including 
pieces from Paul Lansky, Dan, and seven current and former Princeton grad students. By creating 
the Brass Project, as we called it, I was able to invite the wide community of musical perspectives 
I’d cherished for so many years back into my present-day. Hearing my former colleagues’ voices 
translated into this brass medium, hearing how their outlooks were made manifest, I was propelled 
more powerfully than ever towards an expressive language more distinct than I could have 
achieved alone. The resulting piece was Ornithopter, which I’ve highlighted for you in my portfolio. 
For me, it represents one of my greatest strides towards the kind of storytelling I’m after: I want to 
write music that is expressive and direct, but also bold and idiosyncratic. 

Since I left Princeton, I’ve been creating pockets of its compositional spirit everywhere I’ve 
traveled. The dialog and musical collaboration that resulted from OxLOrk in England, house 
concerts in New Haven, and the Brass Project in Philadelphia has fundamentally formed my 
compositional outlook. I know, though, that nothing can help me lean into my musical 
idiosyncrasies as powerfully as returning to Princeton. I want to chat with Steve about weaving 
wilder narratives, and I want nerd out with Dmitri about theory that might help me develop new 
sound worlds. Since so much of my music is inspired by literature, I’d love to learn from Barbara’s 
perspective on text and music. I’ve hoped to have a chance to meet Juri since I heard Infinite Season 
in Taplin last year, and I’ve been dying to talk to Dan about Waveguide Model 1 since I heard its 
premiere in Philly. Donnacha’s combination of groove, harmony, and spectralism in Tessellatum 
also inspired me to weave some very basic spectral ideas into Caladrius, the orchestra piece in my 
portfolio, and I’d love to actually learn from his perspective. 

So, just like last year, Princeton is the only PhD program to which I’m applying. I know I’d 
flourish there, giving as much as I take from my colleagues. I’m already excited, in spite of myself, 
about the possibility of collaborating with Princeton’s open and diverse community of composers. 
I know I would make the most of the opportunity. 


